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of of 

Civic Pride!Civic Pride!



We believe that until now there has been a fundamental error when approaching the subject 
of Torquay Pavilion, which in turn has now put the future of Cary Green in danger.
 
Torbay Council regards Torquay Pavilion as a “problem” that needs a “solution” and they are 
desperate not to be lumbered with the financial “burden” and “responsibility” that ownership 
of a heritage building implies.
 
We believe this is absolutely the wrong approach and tackles the issue from a flawed 
perspective and it is this flawed perspective that has led to the current situation. 

Instead of using the words put forward by the Torbay Development Agency and NJG to think 
about The Pavilion … problem ... burden … flawed design … contender for demolition. …



Problem …
Needs a 

Solution…

Burden..

Flawed Design



Let’s look at the Pavilion from another perspective, the perspective it 
was designed and built to be viewed from and use the words that locals 
and visitors alike use to describe Torquay Pavilion … 

When viewed this way, Torquay Pavilion engenders the feelings of Civic 
Pride it was designed to inspire and still does inspire, Pride in our 
heritage, Pride in our environment and Pride in our town.



The Jewel in 
Torquay’s Crown



The White Palace



The 
Heart of 
Torquay



Local
Landmark



National Treasure!



This campaign has shown us that there is still a HUGE amount of Civic Pride in Torbay! 
Over 5000 Facebook supporters can’t be wrong!  We feel Proud that we live in such a 
beautiful place. We feel Proud of our heritage as well as the natural beauty that surrounds 
us. We are Proud that over 5 million people a year visit Torbay and come back year after 
year making us the 3rd most popular destination for a short break in the whole of the UK.

 Make no mistake, there is a HUGE groundswell of Civic Pride in Torbay, but people feel 
disengaged and powerless to make a difference, ignored or worse … belittled by that 
patronising and meaningless phrase NIMBY (Not In My Back Yard). 

We say meaningless, because if a Community is engaged with their surroundings as it 
should be, our town is our Front Garden and we have EVERY RIGHT to try and protect the 
things we love and cherish. 

We would be a very poor, soulless Community if we didn’t!



Harnessing The Tide Harnessing The Tide 
of of 

Civic Pride!Civic Pride!









If we Harness this renewed Tide of Civic Pride, it will have a huge knock-on effect for If we Harness this renewed Tide of Civic Pride, it will have a huge knock-on effect for 
the people of Torbay, for our Communities and therefore the future and regeneration the people of Torbay, for our Communities and therefore the future and regeneration 
of our towns.of our towns.
  
The way to truly regenerate any area is from Grass Roots level up. It has been shown The way to truly regenerate any area is from Grass Roots level up. It has been shown 
time and again that with Community Engagement crime and anti-social behaviour is time and again that with Community Engagement crime and anti-social behaviour is 
reduced, places start to smarten up and people begin to care more. reduced, places start to smarten up and people begin to care more. 

An engaged Community and a Town with a sense of Civic Pride is a much greater An engaged Community and a Town with a sense of Civic Pride is a much greater 
enticement to inward investment than dilapidated buildings, vacant development enticement to inward investment than dilapidated buildings, vacant development 
plots and the non-cohesive identity of a town that takes no pride in itself.plots and the non-cohesive identity of a town that takes no pride in itself.

An engaged Community says: “I care! I am interested! I want the best for my An engaged Community says: “I care! I am interested! I want the best for my 
Community and my family’s future! I am a good investment!”Community and my family’s future! I am a good investment!”



The “Build it and they will come” philosophy has repeated failed in Torquay. 
We build it, they come and then they pull out! 





We built it and now it is full of charity shops and £1 shops, coffee shops and phone shops, 
or it stands empty, dirty and uncared for, a tax write-off or part of a land grab by some 
distant, faceless company, like for example Yattendon, MDL’s parent company.





Torquay’s Town Centre and Harbour Conservation Area are currently under threat of losing 
their identity, street-scene and focus, - where regeneration is in danger of becoming flat-out 
redevelopment with no guaranteed return!
 
Many buildings have been allowed to fall into disrepair as developers buy up properties and 
leave them empty and uncared for until redevelopment (not regeneration) fits in with their 
national agendas and strategies, whilst our town looks more and more unloved and 
dilapidated for example Oldway, Torwood Street and now of course Torquay Pavilion too.
 
If we do not harness this renewed sense of Civic Pride for which Save Cary Green and 
Torquay Pavilion have become a focal point, we are in danger of losing it forever as we lose 
our sense of identity.
 



Palm Court Redevelopment





Regeneration?



We have therefore approached the repair and use of Torquay Pavilion and Cary Green 
from a different view point and we believe you will see it is a position that puts local 
people, Civic Pride and Identity before redevelopment and profits for absentee landlords 
and owners.
 
So far, all proposals considered for Torquay Pavilion have included it as part of a 
redevelopment scheme for the WHOLE area. 
No solution has been sought that addresses the protection and restoration of the 
Pavilion alone.  

The scheme we propose is concerned ONLY with protecting and offering a viable and 
self-sustaining future for Torquay Pavilion and Cary Green. 
It does not deal with the sad, tired, neglected Marina car park, which is not part of our 
heritage!



One question we have been asked time and again through this campaign is … “How do you propose to 
make the Pavilion viable when a large company like MDL cannot?” 

It’s a good question – a vital question – and the answer is actually quite simple:
We are not MDL, we do not have shareholders or a parent company to please and the crux of our 
proposition lies in the Company form.
 
We have formed a Community Interest Company (CIC) for the sole purpose of protecting and running 
Torquay Pavilion and Cary Green.  
 
As a CIC we are eligible to apply for grants and heritage funding and can carry out fundraising projects to 
raise the money needed to carry out the essential repairs and restoration of Torquay Pavilion.
 
As a Community Organisation, we would hope that Torbay Council would work WITH us to charge a 
peppercorn or nominal rent.
 
Once restored, the legal form of the company would be changed to form a Charitable Incorporated 
Organisation (CIO), which would make us eligible for tax and Business Rates Relief.





If Torbay Council were to permit The Pavilion to be run by a CIC as a 
Community, Civic and Retail Hub, these three points alone (Grant eligibility, 
Peppercorn Rent and Business Rates and Tax Relief) suddenly make the 
viability of Torquay Pavilion and the future of Cary Green look very different. 

From this perspective Torquay Pavilion doesn’t have to earn its keep for 
shareholders and turn a profit, it just has to generate enough income to 
maintain the building, which initial costings show is viable.

Our proposals would see the Pavilion put back in the hearts and hands of the 
local and visitor community alike, as a Community, Arts, Civic and Retail Hub.



 

Community HubCommunity Hub
As a Community Hub, Torquay Pavilion would accommodate exhibition, performance and meeting space for As a Community Hub, Torquay Pavilion would accommodate exhibition, performance and meeting space for 
local groups, 8 smaller start-up and boutique units, as well as 4 larger units to accommodate concessions or local groups, 8 smaller start-up and boutique units, as well as 4 larger units to accommodate concessions or 
franchises for larger, quality retail outlets to provide a steady and reliable income stream. franchises for larger, quality retail outlets to provide a steady and reliable income stream. 
  
With the English Riviera Tourism Company facing cuts to its budget, we feel Torquay Pavilion would provide With the English Riviera Tourism Company facing cuts to its budget, we feel Torquay Pavilion would provide 
and ideal information and ticket outlet for the ERTC, as well as provide a dedicated exhibition area for Torquay and ideal information and ticket outlet for the ERTC, as well as provide a dedicated exhibition area for Torquay 
Museum which has also recently come under threat.Museum which has also recently come under threat.

Community Markets Community Markets 
Our plans would see the central shop units at the southern end of The Pavilion removed to provide a large, Our plans would see the central shop units at the southern end of The Pavilion removed to provide a large, 
open, central area which could be used not only as exhibition and performance space, but also for regular open, central area which could be used not only as exhibition and performance space, but also for regular 
Community markets such as Community Group Fairs and Information Days … Local Arts and Crafts Fairs … Community markets such as Community Group Fairs and Information Days … Local Arts and Crafts Fairs … 
Antiques Markets … Farmers and Local Produce Markets … Boat Jumbles ... and not forgetting a Christmas Antiques Markets … Farmers and Local Produce Markets … Boat Jumbles ... and not forgetting a Christmas 
Market and Winter Wonderland!Market and Winter Wonderland!



Quality Restaurant and BarQuality Restaurant and Bar
Torquay Pavilion’s Terrace has one of the best views of Torquay Marina, Harbour and Torquay Pavilion’s Terrace has one of the best views of Torquay Marina, Harbour and 
The Bay of any Restaurant in Torquay. It has never been difficult to make a success of a The Bay of any Restaurant in Torquay. It has never been difficult to make a success of a 
restaurant at The Pavilion and the last owners had built up and established a good all restaurant at The Pavilion and the last owners had built up and established a good all 
year around trade. year around trade. 

We live in a product rich part of the country and The Pavilion Restaurant should We live in a product rich part of the country and The Pavilion Restaurant should 
showcase all that is the best and finest of local produce.  showcase all that is the best and finest of local produce.  

In order to maintain a Community aspect to the Restaurant, we would suggest that it In order to maintain a Community aspect to the Restaurant, we would suggest that it 
could be staffed and run in conjunction with South Devon College’s Fine Dining could be staffed and run in conjunction with South Devon College’s Fine Dining 
Restaurant along the lines of Jamie Oliver’s “15” Restaurants.Restaurant along the lines of Jamie Oliver’s “15” Restaurants.



 Community Tea RoomsCommunity Tea Rooms
A ground floor tea room/cafe would complement the upstairs restaurant and provide A ground floor tea room/cafe would complement the upstairs restaurant and provide 
refreshments during Markets or events in the main central area. refreshments during Markets or events in the main central area. 
Previously, during summer months, outdoor tables proved very popular and provided a Previously, during summer months, outdoor tables proved very popular and provided a 
positive enhancement to the street scene. positive enhancement to the street scene. 
Again, the tearoom could also offer valuable assisted employment or experience to Again, the tearoom could also offer valuable assisted employment or experience to 
young or vulnerable adults who require a little help to gain experience of employment.young or vulnerable adults who require a little help to gain experience of employment.



Wedding Venue/Civil CeremoniesWedding Venue/Civil Ceremonies
With the sad loss of Oldway Mansion as our local Registry Office, Torbay Council moved its Registrar Services to Cockington With the sad loss of Oldway Mansion as our local Registry Office, Torbay Council moved its Registrar Services to Cockington 
Court. Whilst Cockington Court is a beautiful and historic setting, it is not a practical alternative to Oldway for several reasons:Court. Whilst Cockington Court is a beautiful and historic setting, it is not a practical alternative to Oldway for several reasons:
  
Ceremonies are conducted in a tiny and rather uninspiring room, with seating for just 12 guests! Ceremonies are conducted in a tiny and rather uninspiring room, with seating for just 12 guests! 

It is difficult to reach by public transport and expensive by taxi.It is difficult to reach by public transport and expensive by taxi.
Disabled access is cumbersome and not straightforward for those in a wheelchair.Disabled access is cumbersome and not straightforward for those in a wheelchair.
It is also only open Tuesdays and Thurs-Sat, 9.30-12.30pm.It is also only open Tuesdays and Thurs-Sat, 9.30-12.30pm.

  
As a consequence, many local hotels now do a roaring trade in Weddings, with a straightforward Civil Ceremony costing around As a consequence, many local hotels now do a roaring trade in Weddings, with a straightforward Civil Ceremony costing around 
£400 with room hire.  This makes it very expensive for people who do not have a lot of money, or choose to have a simple Civil £400 with room hire.  This makes it very expensive for people who do not have a lot of money, or choose to have a simple Civil 
Ceremony and celebrate at home or their local Community Centre. They can either invite 12 guests or have to pay £400+ for a Ceremony and celebrate at home or their local Community Centre. They can either invite 12 guests or have to pay £400+ for a 
hotel ceremony.hotel ceremony.

We think Torquay Pavilion would be a far more suitable venue for Torbay Registry Office. It is ornate, elegant and much more We think Torquay Pavilion would be a far more suitable venue for Torbay Registry Office. It is ornate, elegant and much more 
easily accessible than Cockington Court. It would cement the Pavilion’s place as a Community Hub at the heart of our town. easily accessible than Cockington Court. It would cement the Pavilion’s place as a Community Hub at the heart of our town. 
  
Currently there is a charge of £50 including Marriage Certificate for ceremonies at Cockington Court and we would hope to be Currently there is a charge of £50 including Marriage Certificate for ceremonies at Cockington Court and we would hope to be 
able to work with Torbay Council to set a reasonable fee for the use of The Pavilion. Our plans propose an upstairs area/room at able to work with Torbay Council to set a reasonable fee for the use of The Pavilion. Our plans propose an upstairs area/room at 
the Cary Green end of the building making the most of the beautiful stained glass window as a background for marriage the Cary Green end of the building making the most of the beautiful stained glass window as a background for marriage 
ceremonies.ceremonies.
  
And of course, reception and catering packages could be negotiated with the Restaurant.And of course, reception and catering packages could be negotiated with the Restaurant.



CARY GREEN
Well what can we say about Cary Green?

 
Cary Green was one of the first Public Gardens laid out in Torquay in 1840 and has remained a popular and beautiful little haven 

at the heart of our Town for over 170 years!
 

We would like to see Cary Green nominated as a Community Asset along with Torquay Pavilion and recognised for the role it 
plays in the daily lives of people who live, work and shop in Torquay Town Centre.







CARY GREEN
 
Torquay Town Centre lacks a Town Square and Cary Green is the perfect location for one – even NJG agree!  
The popularity and accessibility of Cary Green as a Town Square can be seen by the success of the few 
events that have been held there, such as the popular TorqEat Festival.
 
Particularly in summer it is an ideal location for Farmers Market, Local Arts and Crafts markets and even a 
Saturday morning continental style “Flea Market” as has proved popular for over 30 years at TQ town hall. 
If redevelopment of the town hall goes ahead, all those regular traders will have nowhere to go.
 
With a little imagination, Community involvement and Council help, Cary Green could provide the perfect 
landscaped Town Square within our beautiful Harbour Conservation Area and remain an elegant approach 
to Torquay Pavilion.
 
There really is no need to turn 170 years of history in the heart of our Conservation Area into a Car Park!





HOW WILL THE PAVILION FINANCE ITSELF?
 

Our aim is not at this stage to put forward a finely detailed cash flow projection and business 
plan. We are sure you will understand that to do that, depends on many variables, such as the 
degree and nature of Community and Council involvement in the project.

 Our aim is to show that an alternative future for the Pavilion and Cary Green is achievable and 
viable, without the necessity of converting them into a hotel reception, spa and car park. A 
future that sees them firmly and safely at the heart of the Community where they belong. As a 
Community Enterprise, we believe the exact nature and form of that future should not be 
decided by us alone, but by the members of the Community and Community Groups that wish to 
be involved.
 
What we are proposing is not entirely cost free for Torbay Council, but it is an investment. An 
investment in the people of Torbay, an investment in the communities of Torquay and an 
investment in our heritage and our tourist economy.  It is a small investment with huge rewards 
and for the people of Torbay, the rewards are taking back a sense of control, a renewed sense of 
Civic Pride and a sense of engagement with our communities, our council and with one another.



Essentially, the pivotal lynchpin of our plan lies, as we said before, in the Company Form. Currently, as a 
Community Interest Company (CIC) we will be able to access Heritage, Lottery and Community funding to finance 
the restoration necessary. Once fully restored, if the CIC becomes a Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO), 
then we could apply for Tax and Business Rates Relief, which is up to 80%.  In addition, as a Community 
Enterprise, we would hope Torbay Council would negotiate a peppercorn rent which would further reduce the 
financial burden.

 Not all value is commercially or financially quantifiable. What Torbay Council will lose in revenue will be gained 
in other ways that cannot be measured – What value Civic Pride and Community Engagement?

The outgoings we have provided are an educated guestimate. We have based them on the outgoings of a local 
hotel of similar age and size and have included staff costs at a Living Wage and 1FTE for each post.
 
The rental for units has been calculated at a MINIMUM  in order to encourage smaller local independent quality 
retailers and are approximately one third to a quarter of the cost of a comparable High Street presence on 
Torquay’s High Street. The purpose of this is to encourage and facilitate some of the many home internet 
businesses to make that leap of faith to a physical presence on the high street and bring something unique and 
special back to the Retail Experience of Torquay.
 
Again, exact calculations would depend on the extent and nature of Torbay Council and other’s involvement.



OUTGOINGSOUTGOINGS

BUSINESS RATESBUSINESS RATES 12,000 12,000 after Reliefafter Relief 60,00060,000
INSURANCEINSURANCE   4,0004,000
HEAT/LIGHTHEAT/LIGHT 12,00012,000
LIFT MAINTENANCELIFT MAINTENANCE 1,0001,000
TRADE WASTETRADE WASTE 1,2001,200
SECURITY (CCTV/ALARM)SECURITY (CCTV/ALARM) 1,0001,000
ADMIN COSTSADMIN COSTS 5,0005,000

============== ============
36,20036,200   84,20084,200

  
  
WAGESWAGES
  
MANAGERMANAGER 20,00020,000
ADMINADMIN 15,00015,000
SECURITYSECURITY 14,56014,560   
CLEANINGCLEANING 14,56014,560

================
64,12064,120

    

================== ================
TOTALTOTAL 100,320100,320   148,120148,120



INCOMEINCOME
  
8 x COMMUNITY RETAIL UNITS8 x COMMUNITY RETAIL UNITS 56,94056,940
4 x LARGER RETAIL UNITS/FRANCHISES4 x LARGER RETAIL UNITS/FRANCHISES 46,80046,800

================
103,740103,740

  
  
RESTAURANT RESTAURANT   26,00026,000
TEA ROOMSTEA ROOMS   10,40010,400
2 x ROOM/UNIT HIRE (ERTC/MUSEUM?) 2 x ROOM/UNIT HIRE (ERTC/MUSEUM?) 14,45014,450

==============
  50,85050,850

  
==============

TOTALTOTAL 154,590154,590

ADDITIONAL VARIABLE INCOME (ADDITIONAL VARIABLE INCOME (not forming part of calculations but potential income streams)not forming part of calculations but potential income streams)
WEDDINGSWEDDINGS
COMMUNITY ROOM HIRECOMMUNITY ROOM HIRE
FUNCTION ROOM HIRE FUNCTION ROOM HIRE 
MARKETS @ £10 per stallMARKETS @ £10 per stall





So there you have it!
 
In essence what we propose is that we Harness the Tide of Civic Pride! Stop trying to be somewhere else, stop 
trying to build our way out of years of neglect of our town particularly by absentee landlords and remote 
companies. 
 
Let’s celebrate what we are, what we have and what makes us unique!
 
We are a Victorian Spa town with some beautiful architecture, with a conservation area in the heart of our town 
and an amazing legacy and heritage traceable to Neolithic times. (Kent’s Cavern … Torre Abbey … Oldway 
Mansions … Georgian and Victorian buildings.) We have beautiful beaches, stunning views, unspoilt coastlines and 
a harbour in the heart of our town surrounded by over 80 listed buildings.

It’s about time Torbay Council stood up for our Heritage, our Identity and our Communities. Build on this Tide of 
Civic Pride and invest in the people of Torbay!
 
Remember, regeneration is more permanent and effective if it comes from Grass Roots up and Torbay Council has 
an obligation to explore all other alternatives before declaring a 14 storey tower block is the ONLY viable option to 
save Torquay Pavilion.
 
We believe we have shown that with a little cooperation and vision there is a viable alternative use for Torquay 
Pavilion!



WHAT VALUE CAN YOU 
PLACE ON CIVIC PRIDE?
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